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Our Guest: Michael Griffiths

Michael leads Deloitte Consulting LLP’s Workforce Development 
practice in North America. He focuses on working with global clients on 
building high-performance businesses that drive growth and 
optimization through talent and learning.

Michael has presented at the Chief Learning Officer annual conference 
and has won learning program awards with his clients. He also lectures 
on learning at NYU School of Continuing Education.
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What we do
What differentiate us?

HC supports 
our clients in:

Culture
Culture is fluid, values need to be consistent

Maximizing Technology Adoption
Enriching relationship between tech and people

Work
Digital Workplace is the new employee experience

HR Transformation
Futureproof HR right model optimization

Leadership Transformation
Great Executive Teams build adaptable organization

Data

Inspiration

Co-creativity

Result-driven
approach

Unleashing human potential 
through innovation
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When to redeploy, upskill 
or reskill?

4 steps to reskilling

Case study



Who is responsible for Workforce 
development?

Organizations
Individuals

Governments
Educational Institutions

Professional associations/unions
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Which Future is more likely to occur in your industry?

Workers and employers view 
organizational responsibility and 
personal and social fulfillment as 
largely separate domains. 

Work is work
Purpose is the dominant force 
driving the relationship between 
workers and employers. 

Purpose unleashed

Employers are in constant motion 
as they chase worker sentiments, 
competitor actions, and 
marketplace dynamics.

Work as fashion
Workers compete for limited jobs 
due to an oversupply of talent.

War between talent



Current crisis and changing technologies are accelerating the need to enhance skills

B Redeployment

CReskilling

D Upskilling

375 mln workers
or

14 % of the global workforce
would have to switch occupations or acquire new skills 

by 2030 because of Automation and Artificial Intelligence*

* McKinsey Global 2017

87% of executives
said they were experiencing skill gaps in the workforce 

or expected them within a few years*
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Face the COVID Crisis: Protect learning budgets and invest in 
upskilling

US data during and after the Great Recession showed a significant drop 

in overall training expenditures in 2009 and 2010, followed by 

a surge in 2011 and a drop back in 2012 to 2008 levels *

* According to the Training Industry Report

What does it mean for the organizations?

By cutting companies’ learning budgets now, they’re only 

delaying their investment, not netting a saving.
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Organizations that had already tried reskilling felt more prepared 
to take on future skill gaps than those that hadn’t

* Based on McKinsey’s article To emerge stronger from the COVID-19 crisis, May 2020 
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These organizations meet business needs 
and better compete in this new world of 
work by unleashing the full potential of the 
workforce to build a more resilient 
organization.

Improve career mobility opportunities

Provide data needed to drive workforce decisions

Enable rapid assessment and deployment of skills

Empower the workforce to own their development

Skills-based organizations (SBO’s)
use skills as the fuel for a wide 
range of talent and business 
decisions, accelerating
business agility and growth



When to redeploy, upskill or reskill?

REDEPLOYMENT
When a person’s current role is 
being redundant and they are 
moving to a different role, for 
which they already have needed 
skills

UPSKILLING
When a person is 
building a higher 
level of competency 
in a skill or set of 
skills to better 
perform in the 
current role

RESKILLING
When a person is 
building a different 
skill or set of skills in 
order to perform in 
a different or 
significantly evolving 
role

To build an enduring organization three talent management strategies are currently 
necessary:
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S K I L L S  “ H U B ”

Building a skills-based organization means creating a shared “hub” as well as integrating skills 
through the “spokes” of various talent processes

“ S P O K E ”  I N T E G R A T I O N  P O I N T S

Workforce Planning and Job Architecture 

S K I L L S  F R A M E W O R K  +  C O M M O N  
L A N G U A G E
A common language for skills and framework for skills across the 
organization – including human and specialized skills

T A L E N T  P H I L O S O P H Y
A shared approach across the organization regarding the value and 
prioritization of skills as the “red thread” of talent management –
and how they will inform key talent decisions

D A T A  +  T E C H N O L O G Y  E N A B L E R S
A single source of truth regarding skills data – and a common and 
integrated suite of tools that enable you to sense evolving skill 
needs, track and evaluate skill levels in your workforce, match skill 
supply and demand, and develop and grow abilities

Talent Acquisition

Learning & Development

Leadership & Succession Planning

Opportunity Marketplace

Rewards

Performance Management

Diversity, Equity & Inclusion 

… And others, including Organizational Design and Culture

G O V E R N A N C E
A clear understanding of skills “ownership” across the enterprise, 
along with the structures and processes to enable skills-based 
organization adoption and drive change management efforts

1

2

3

4

DV1
DV2SL1

SL2
SL3



Slide 13

DV1 other language needed to make it clear? what outcome is? what the "why" is?
Dillon, Virginia; 20.12.2021

DV2 define hub / spoke? by hub we mean consistent language/deta structure/way of doing things around skills in 
org; spoke is talent processes/where talent meets employee/the business & where skill data is needed
Dillon, Virginia; 20.12.2021

SL1 Problem: ENagement = Talent Philosophy
Scanlan, Lauren; 21.12.2021

SL2 Problem: Workforce attraction = TA
Scanlan, Lauren; 21.12.2021

SL3 deployment of talent = workforce planning and job architecture
Scanlan, Lauren; 21.12.2021
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LEVEL 1: Traditional
• Talent Philosophy: Talent 

processes are designed and 
conducted in silos

• Skills Data: Skills data is unavailable 
or inconsistent

• Skills Framework: Not a consistent 
approach, language, or method of 
application around skills

• Skills Governance: Skills ownership 
is non-existent, without key 
stakeholders or decision-making 
processes identified

LEVEL 2: Developing
• Talent Philosophy: Some talent 

processes are connected, but 
decisions are still based on static 
elements such as roles

• Skills Data: Some attempts have 
been made to define common 
language around skills

• Skills Framework: Some skill data is 
captured, but there is no consistent 
approach around data

• Skills Governance: Skills ownership 
is unclear; some key stakeholders 
are identified but decision-making 
processes are inefficient and/or 
ineffective

LEVEL 3: Integrating
• Talent Philosophy: Talent 

processes are designed with a 
consistent talent philosophy in 
mind, but still operate without a 
clear “through line”

• Skills Data: A common skills 
framework is consistently applied to 
talent management activities

• Skills Framework: There is an 
integrated approach to capturing 
skills data and making it available to 
the business and individuals in 
order to create better visibility 
across the organization

• Skills Governance: Skills ownership 
is clear but highly decentralized by 
business unit/function

LEVEL 4: Bold
• Talent Philosophy: Talent 

processes are deeply 
interconnected, with skills as a key 
data point informing decisions 

• Skills Data: Common, consistent 
framework across the organization, 
woven into talent processes 

• Skills Framework: Single source of 
truth regarding skills data – used for 
skill needs, evaluating skill levels, 
and matching supply and demand, 
often through AI and ML

• Skills Governance: Skills ownership 
is very clear and centralized across 
the organization, with robust 
processes, communications, and 
accountability mechanisms

Skills-based organization maturity model aligned to “hub” components

“I don’t have visibility into the 
degree to which my current skillset 
is a match for my current role or any 

other role I might want to pursue. 
When I think about my organization’s 
approach to skills, it feels like a black 

box.” 

“I do a skills assessment once a year, 
but I have no idea where that data 

goes or how it informs my 
experience at my organization. Is 

this even worth doing if I can’t 
understand the value of it?”
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… “I understand how my current skills 
map to the next level in my current 
career progression, but I do not have 

visibility into how that aligns to 
another position in a different part of 

the organization.” 

“I have a skills passport that I can 
use to understand how my current 

set of skills aligns to any other 
opportunity in the organization. I 

know how my organization is using 
my skills data to predict and inform 

business decisions.”

Where are you on this journey?



Where do you see yourself
in This journey?

• Traditional
• Developing
• Integrating
• Bold
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Global Food Corporation
I S S U E
• The company wanted to leveraging skills as the foundational core of their talent 

processes and as a unit of measurement that would allows them to better acquire, 
manage, and develop their people going forward

• They also wanted to identify and define priority and technical skills needed for 
banded employees and assess current skills levels

S O L U T I O N
• Piloted an approach to select EHCs for all professional employees and piloted two 

approaches to select specialized skills for two business areas
• Designed, launched, and evaluated employee & manager EHCs and skill 

development and an employee feedback survey on Qualtrics / Degreed
• Analyzed feedback to produce POC of  lessons learned and key decisions and 

provided a detailed recommendation to deploy Skills Visioning and Integration Lab 

I M P A C T
• Developed an enterprise-wide capability framework and a working skills 

framework
• Assessed over 500 employees were assessed on Enduring Human Capabilities 

(EHCs) as well as business-specific skills
• Provided recommendations to help the client advance their journey to develop 

into  a skills-based organization, including the set up of a HR-wide Skills Vision and 
Integration Lab to define their skills journey for the next three years.



4 steps to reskilling

STEP 1STEP 4

STEP 3

STEP 2

1. EVALUATE

2. PLAN

4. REFRESH

3. ACT

First, identify skill gaps. Assess current skills 
taking into consideration the business 

strategy and skills critical to succes. Then 
compare the skills of the present workforce 

to current gaps and future needs.

Planning is crucial and often skipped because 
of pressure of time. Nevertheless, it should 

not be overlooked or otherwise it can result in 
change management missteps. The right 
strategy should be planned beforehand.

Try to refine the approach on regular basis. 
Consider investing in the creation of an 
ongoing skills inventory and using data from 
your performance management system to 
update it. Data can help track efficacy and 
adjust.

Once a plan is in place, it is time for action. 
Reskilling or upskilling, a mix of on-the-job 
learning and formal instruction often yields 
the best results. 
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Key
Takeaways

1 THINK LONG-TERM

A system that instead invests not 
just in workers’ near-term skill 
needs but also in workers’ long-
term resilience, developing their 
capabilities as part of work and 
embracing a dynamic 
relationship with the 
organization’s broader ecosystem, 
can help build long-term 
organizational resilience as 
well. 

THINK WIDER

We believe that organizations may be 
ill served by the currently prevalent 
narrow approach to reskilling, 
which consists largely of attempting 
to precisely tally current skill needs, 
prescribing discrete training 
programs to suit, and then doing it 
all over again once the 
organization’s needs change. 

2

3 THINK CHANGE

In a world where the only constant is 
change, supporting workers in 
reinventing themselves offers 
organizations a sustainable path 
forward as they aim to equip their 
workforces to do the work of 
today—and the future. 

Copyright © 2021 Deloitte Development LLC. All rights 
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HR data driven 
academy
Deloitte’s workshop designed to 
enable AI and analytics for HR at your 
organization.

Become familiar with the HR analytics 
concepts.

Get hands-on experience on solving HR 
problems by using data-driven approach.

Obtain know-how from the real-world 
projects.

Learn how to build your HR analytics project.

HR analytics 101

Use case

We look at the sample of real-world 
problem at HR, we provide the data 
and formulate a basic hypothesis.

We go through the fundamentals  
of analytics and data-driven 
approach in HR.

Methodology

We explain the building blocks of a 
typical HR analytics project. For 
each block, we demonstrate good 
practices.

HR Analytics 
capabilities
We try to solve the use case using 
with the most basic forms of 
analytics. Progressively, we 
introduce more advanced methods, 
demonstrate why and when you 
should consider them, and share 
our experiences from similar 
projects.

Resources

We provide literature resources, 
recommendations to online courses, 
people to follow and so forth.

1 full day 
workshop
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We invite you to subscribe and follow our Human Capital Blog 

Human Capital Webinars

C-Suite@Transformation Podcast

Blog Podcasts Know-how

Insights2Action: www.action.deloitte.com
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